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Introduction 

 

Our problem space for this project is “How do I know my objectives, 

gameplay options, and start forming strategies in my head from the 

beginning while also having fun?” 

 

The solution: The story of the game is the MOST important. Users need a 

takeaway from the game on what the game is saying or trying to teach 

them. This takeaway has to be an integral part of the design. What are our 

three pillars that we want to build off of in order for this design to 

accomplish our goal of a fun and interactive game? 

 

Pillars: 

1. Engagement with Real World: have to physically appear and go to 

locations 

2. Problem-solving skills: have to use logic and understanding in order 

to succeed in the game, be able to construct towers according to 

instructions, treats according to recipes 

3. Sense of responsibility: have to lure and take care of cats or else 

they will run away 

 

 

  



Background 

 

Our problem space for this project is “How do I know my objectives, 

gameplay options, and start forming strategies in my head from the 

beginning while also having fun?” 

 

Pokemon GO: 

 

 

 

● Design Pros: 

○ Users can easily connect with each other (Teams and visibility on 

AR map) 

○ You can easily find out where gyms and pokestops are 

○ Everything is well organized and explained in the game 

● Design Cons: 

○ AR capabilities can be turned off and aren’t very meaningful to 

the gameplay 

○ It is incredibly hard to go outside during colder months 

○ It doesn’t tell you exactly how to find the pokemon, just where 

they’re near 

○ Doesn’t reward you for walking around, only rewards a player for 

being near heavily populated areas 

● Things to consider: 

○ Give users more interactivity with the main object of the game 

that doesn’t fully depend on location 

 



Tiny Bird: 

 

● Tiny Bird 

○ Design Pros: 

■ Birds each had personalities (text pop ups), some of them 

had relationships with each other 

■ Game could be played stationary with a refillable bird 

feeder, a reason to keep checking 

○ Design Cons: 

■ Felt accomplished after building the ‘garden,’ no long-term 

reason to keep playing 

■ No real incentives to get ‘advanced’ materials or special 

items 

○ Things to consider: 

■ Giving users multiple things to accomplish without feeling 

overwhelmed 

 

 

  



Personas 

 

Player 1: Adriana McCaleb 

 

Background 

Adriana is seven years old and her favorite color is 

yellow. She just got a tablet for Christmas and loves 

playing games on it every day after school. Her mom only 

lets her play on it after she gets her homework done and 

an hour before her bedtime, so normally about 5pm to 

8pm. She loves animals and horses are her favorite, but 

she’s also really scared of spiders. 

 

Hobbies/Interests 

● Reading about horses and other cute animals 

● Playing mobile games on her tablet like candy crush  

● Going on bike rides with her family 

 

Technology Proficiency 

● Low tech 

● Plays mobile games 

● Doesn’t understand technology very well 

 

 

Player 2: Colin Smith 

 

Background 

Colin is in his mid-twenties and just started out 

at his new full-time job in Detroit, Michigan. He 

doesn’t know too much about the city, and he 

doesn’t have too many friends to go out with either. 

He normally spends his free time with his friend 

Laura and watching Netflix in his room, with scifi and 

fantasy being his favorite genre. He misses his 

family a lot, especially his pet cat Snickers, but he 

couldn’t take Snickers with him because his building 

didn’t allow it. 

 



Hobbies/Interests 

● Watching sci-fi/fantasy movies: Alien, Star Wars, Interstellar 

● Playing video games: Mario Kart, Zelda, Halo, Overwatch 

● Going to trivia night at his local bar 

 

Technology Proficiency 

● High tech 

● Plays PC and mobile games 

● Understands different operating systems 

 

 

 

Player 3: Manisha Saini 

 

Background 

Manisha is a full-time mom with little time to spare. 

She’s always on the go, and loves spending time with 

her 2 year old Benjamin. She has a daughter, Felicity, 

that just got into the third grade as well. She spends 

most of her time with Ben during the day because 

Felicity is off at school. She feels bad that her daughter 

is starting to grow more distant from her as they don’t 

get to spend as much time together. She has a loving 

wife, Tess, that works downtown and she visits her sometimes to get lunch 

together. They both have a tightknit community of friends that they hangout 

with on their Wine and Book Club nights. 

 

Hobbies/Interests 

● Reading books and keeping up to date with the news 

● Posting to social media cute pictures of her kids 

● Drinking wine and watching comedy movies 

 

Technology Proficiency 

● Middle Tech 

● Doesn’t play too many games 

● Understands how to use a computer/smartphone 

 

 

  



Storyboard 

 

1. Open the app 

a. User has to sync their email account or create an account 

b. Loading screen that looks visually appealing 

c. Terms of service 

2. Narrator engages with the user (could be the sparkle cat and it wants 

to see all of its friends?) 

a. Cat asks owner what their name, age, and any other preferences 

they want 

b. Cat starts out and tells the user it is so happy to have found a 

home and that it loves it’s new place (AR) 

c. Does a runthrough of all the settings home it has: 

i. Basic box 

ii. Basic treats 

iii. Basic toy 

3. Tells the user how to set up it’s home 

a. Basic box introduction 

b. Basic treats introduction 

c. Basic toy introduction 

4. Tells the user that by collecting things around their area, the user can 

make toys and treats and towers more fun for the cat 

5. Tells the user that the cat has so many other cat friends that the cat 

likes to play with because the cat is a social animal 

6. Experience points - eventually replace level objectives 

a. Gets xp every time the user gets an object (10 xp?) 

b. 2X xp per object if you cook a recipe, construct a toy, or remodel 

the tower 

c. 3X xp if you use instructions that show you how to use them 

7. Must feed your cat and play with it regularly or it loses affection and 

falls asleep 

a. Hand integration or tap integration? 

8. Photos of cats that you can keep in your collection 

9. Ingame store for currency to buy cat food and materials and 

stylization of tower 

a. Can’t buy premade objects, you still have to make the treats 

 

● Objective Level One 

○ Find a box for your cat 

○ Find a treat for your cat 

○ Find a toy for your cat 

○ These are in your immediate vicinity 

○ Collect these items and put them in your bag 

● Objective on level two: 

○ Put these items together and construct a home for your cat 



○ *Once the base tower has been put into the screen it cannot 

come out 

● Objective on level three: 

○ Go outdoors and get an item 

● Objective on level four: 

○ Go outdoors and get an instruction 

● Objective on level five: 

○ Make the instruction 

● Exceeding levels: XP based 

○ Different cats are available once a certain XP is gained and a 

certain combination of toy, treat, and tower are available 

 

 


